SUBJ: SDRCJTF-4 SITREP 170200ZNOV03 TO 180200ZNOV03 (U)

RMKS/1. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) MISSION: CJTF-4 CONDUCTS STABILITY AND SUPPORT OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT IRAQ. CONDUCTS OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS TO DEFEAT REMAINING NON-COMPLIANT AND PARAMILITARY FORCES IOT CREATE A STABLE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT. RECONSTITUTION/REDEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS, RSOI OF INCOMING COALITION FORCES AND ESTABLISHES A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IOT HANDOVER COMMAND AND CONTROL OF OPERATIONS TO A FOLLOW ON US/COALITION HEADQUARTERS AND CIVIL ADMINISTRATION.

2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE: FOR CURRENT INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION VISIT THE C-2 SECTION ON THE WEBSITE.

2.A. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) CURRENT ENEMY SITUATION: IN AO SOUTH, ACCORDING TO PRESS REPORTING, MUQTADA AL SAID REPORTEDLY SAID THAT THE NEW US APPROACH TO ACCELERATE A POWER TRANSFER IN IRAQ IS A GOOD POLICY. HE MENTIONED, DURING FRIDAY’S PRAYER IN THE KUFA MOSQUE, THAT THIS NEW POLICY WAS ADOPTED BECAUSE HE, AL SAID, DECIDED TO FORM A NEW GOVERNMENT. FOR THE WEEK OF 8-15 NOVEMBER, 282 ATTACKS ON COALITION FORCES. THE POSITIVE HIGHLIGHT OF THIS WEEK WAS THE RECOVERY OF AN AMBULANCE VBED IN BAGHDAD. THE AMBULANCE, WHOSE TARGET WAS UNKNOWN, CONTAINED OVER 1000 LBS OF EXPLOSIVES. THIS UNUSUALLY HIGH NUMBER OF ATTACKS COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO A RENEWED EFFORT BY ANTI-COALITION FORCES TO TARGET THE "INFIDELS" DURING RAMADAN OR COULD BE INDICATIVE OF MORE AGGRESSIVE TARGETING BY ANTI-COALITION FORCES SEEKING TO INFLUENCE THE COALITION’S DETERMINATION TO STAY THE COURSE. RECENT REPORTING SHOWS THAT SEVERAL ANTI-COALITION GROUPS ARE USING TERRAIN MODELS AND TARGETING CARDS TO ASSIST IN THEIR ATTACKS ON COALITION FORCES. THESE MODELS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN 4 INFANTRY DIVISION, 82ND AIRBORNE DIVISION AND 101 AIRBORNE DIVISION’s AOR. MULTIPLE REPORTING INDICATES THAT THERE IS WIDESPREAD CORRUPTION AND SUBVERSIVE ELEMENTS INFLUENCING CHIEFS OF POLICE, HIGH RANKING POLICE OFFICIALS AND LOW RANKING POLICE OFFICERS THROUGHOUT IRAQ. THE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES INCLUDE CORRUPTION THROUGH THE TAKING OF Bribes AND WEAPONS SMUGGLING AS WELL AS PROVIDING INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE ON COALITION FORCES. OTHER ACTIVITIES INCLUDE ATTEMPTS OF INFILTRATION OF FORMER BAATH PARTY MEMBERS, THE BADR CORPS, MAHDI’S ARMY AND FORMER IRAQI INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL INTO POLICE DEPARTMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS. OVERALL ASSESSMENT: ATTACKS AGAINST COALITION FORCES AND IRAQI POLICE WILL CONTINUE TO FOCUS ON INFRASTRUCTURE AND IRAQI GOVERNMENT TARGETS, SPECIFICALLY POLICE, AS ANTI-COALITION ELEMENTS ATTEMPT TO UNDERMINE OUR ABILITY TO PROVIDE A SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT. EXPECT CONTINUED TARGETING OF BOTH MILITARY AND CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT BY ANTI-COALITION GROUPS. TERRORIST GROUPS SUCH AS ANSAR AL-ISLAM, FOREIGN FIGHTERS, AND FRSL REMAIN THE GREATEST SECURITY THREATS TO COALITION AND RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS. ASSESS THAT FRSL MAY BE IN THE PLANNING STAGE FOR THE NEXT WAVE OF ATTACKS, WHICH WOULD ACCOUNT FOR THEIR CURRENT LULL IN ACTIVITY. LOCALIZED TERRORIST AFFILIATIONS SUCH AS THE NATIONAL IRAQI LIBERATION FRONT, FOLLOWERS OF ‘ABD-RAHMAN AL-NAQSHABANDI, HIZB AL-AUDA AND MUQTADA AL-SA’DAR’S MAHDI’S ARMY ALSO POSE SERIOUS THREAT TO COALITION INTERESTS IN IRAQ.

2.B. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) FUTURE: IRAQ FPCON (COMBAT ZONE/Delta) /IRAQ TERRORIST THREAT (HIGH) /IRAQ FIS THREAT (HIGH) /IRAQ CRIME THREAT (HIGH) /IRAQ MEDICAL THREAT (HIGH).

3. (U) CJTF-4 OPERATIONS.
3.A. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) CURRENT OPERATIONS: CJTF-14 CONTINUES TO PROVIDE FOCUSED EFFORTS TO IMPROVE FUEL AND ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION, SECURE CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE NODES, DESTROY REMAINING FORMER REGIME LOYALISTS, REDUCE SMUGGLING OPERATIONS AND PROVIDE A SECURE ENVIRONMENT WHILE PROVIDING DIRECT SUPPORT TO CPA RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS. 1AD IS EXECUTING OPERATION IRON HAMMER: OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS TO INTERDICT MORTAR AND ROCKET FIRE IN BAGHDAD UTILIZING AIR FORCE AND ARMY AVIATION ALONG WITH ARTILLERY. 4ID IS TRANSITIONING FROM OPERATION IVY CYCLONE TO IVY CYCLONE II WHICH WILL UTILIZE ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE COMBINED WITH OVERWHELMING POWER AND PRECISION STRIKES INTENDED TO ISOLATE AND CAPTURE NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND FOREIGN INSURGENTS WHO ARE PLANNING ATTACKS AGAINST COALITION FORCES. 101ST AA CONDUCTED AN AIRASSAULT AND GROUND MOVEMENT OF A BATTALION TASK FORCE TO AL ASAD ISO OF OPERATION RIFLES BLITZ. ALL UNITS CONTINUE PHASE III OF OPERATION CHAMPERLAIN: MSCS WILL USE A COMBINATION OF ISR ASSETS AND MANEUVER FORCES TO FIND AND INTERDICT FOREIGN TERRORIST USING INFILTRATION ROUTES TO ENTER IRAQ ILLEGALLY DUE TO THE SECURITY OPERATIONS AT THE RECOGNIZED POE'S. MND-SE CONTINUES EXECUTION OF PHASE III, OPERATION SWEENEY AN ANTI-SMUGGLING OPERATION NOW FOCUSED ON PROSECUTION, CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS, AND CONSOLIDATION. IRAQI CURRENCY EXCHANGE CONTINUES ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

SIGNIFICANT MESSAGES OR ORDERS ACKNOWLEDGED/RELEASED:
FRAGO 1096 TO CJTF-14 OPORD 03-036 SUBJ: IRAQI LOCAL CONTROL
FRAGO 1097 TO CJTF-14 OPORD 03-036 SUBJ: SALVAGE STAGE 2 UPGRADE TO PROPHET AND FIELDING
FRAGO 1098 TO CJTF-14 OPORD 03-036 SUBJ: COMPLETION OF TASK FORCE DEFUELING MISSION
FRAGO 1099 TO CJTF-14 OPORD 03-036 (LIMITED DISTRIBUTION) SUBJ: DETAINEE TRANSPORT AND CONFINEMENT
FRAGO 1100 TO CJTF-14 OPORD 03-036 SUBJ: 3316-308 CA SUPPORT TO MINISTRY OF TRADE'S OIL-FOOD VERIFICATION PROGRAM IN UMM QASR; AIR TRANSPORTATION TO AMB BREMER; PRE-POSITIONING OF RECOVERY ASSETS; ESTONIAN CHOD VISIT TO AQ-CHERIF AND MND-SE; LITHUANIAN PRESIDENT VISIT TO CJTF-14 4TH NOV 03-321-301 1AD SUPPORT TO ITALIAN COALITION MEMORIAL SERVICE; TURN IN OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITIONS AT TAJI OR DIVISIONAL ASPS; MOD TO FRAGO 1095 [16NOV03 DTU] (318-302 MASS GRAVE ASSESSMENT VIC AS SAMAWAH); MOD TO FRAGO 1091 [14NOV03 DTU] SUMMARY OF REVISED WEAPONS CONTROL ORDER [REVISED CPA ORDER # 3]; REVISED WEAPONS CONTROL ORDER AND THE REWARDS FOR INFORMATION AND MANPADS BUY-BACK PROGRAMS; CENTCOM IS MOVING AROUND SOME OF THE UHF TACSAT CHANNELS; LOG POSTURE / SUSTAINMENT SLIDES

3.B. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) FUTURE OPERATIONS: CJTF-14 CONDUCTS HUMANITARIAN AND CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS TO IMPROVE THE IRAQI INFRASTRUCTURE. CJTF-14 CONTINUES TO ATTACK REMAINING NON-COMPLIANT FORCES. WE ARE ALSO CONTINUING SECURITY OF CRITICAL POWER INFRASTRUCTURES TO PREVENT LOOTING AND SABOTAGE. IN ADDITION, WE ARE FOCUSING ON SMUGGLING AND BLACK MARKETING. UNITS CONTINUE COUNTERMORTAR/IED PATROLS, AND BORDER OPERATIONS IN ZONE AS WELL AS CONSOLIDATION AND DESTRUCTION OF CAPTURED ENEMY AMMUNITION. 42ND ABN CONTINUES PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR OPERATION RIFLES BLITZ: A BRIGADE-SIZED OPERATION TO ISOLATE AND CLEAR HUSAYBAH AND FALLUJAH. ALL UNITS CONTINUE TO ACCELERATE TRAINING OF ICDC, BORDER POLICE, AND IRAQI POLICE.

3.C. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) EFFECTS SYNCHRONIZATION: THE CURRENT PRIORITIZED EFFECTS OBJECTIVES ARE AS follows: 1) OBJECTIVE: DESTROY
NON-COMPLIANT FORCES. DESIRED EFFECT: NONCOMPLIANT FORCES LACK THE LEADERSHIP, RESOURCES, AND FIGHTERS TO INFLUENCE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW POLITICAL AUTHORITY IN IRAQ. 2) OBJECTIVE: DISRUPT ATTACKS AGAINST INFRASTRUCTURE. DESIRED EFFECT: IRAQI INFRASTRUCTURE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING ECONOMIC STABILITY TO THE IRAQI PEOPLE. 3) OBJECTIVE: PROMOTE LEGITIMACY OF NEW IRAQI SECURITY FORCES. DESIRED EFFECT: IRAQI SECURITY FORCES ARE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SECURITY WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE IRAQI POPULACE. 4) OBJECTIVE: PROMOTE THE LEGITIMACY OF THE NEW IRAQI GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION. DESIRED EFFECTS: IRAQIS HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THEIR NEW GOVERNMENT’S ABILITY TO PROVIDE AND PROTECT. 5) OBJECTIVE: NEUTRALIZE PARAMILITARY THREATS. DESIRED EFFECT: MILITIA GROUPS ARE ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT, NOT PAROCHIAL CONCERNS. 6) OBJECTIVE: INFLUENCE IRAQI POPULATION TO SUPPORT COALITION PRESENCE AND OPERATIONS. DESIRED EFFECT: COALITION FORCES MAINTAIN FREEDOM OF MANEUVER THROUGHOUT THE ITO. THE C3 EFFECTS SECURITY CELL IS CURRENTLY WORKING WITH CPA FOR PROCEDURES AND GUIDANCE ON THE NEW IRAQI ARMY (NIA), KEY INFRASTRUCTURE, BORDER POST OPERATIONS, FIX SITE SECURITY, AND CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS. INFORMATION OPERATIONS IS SYNCHRONIZED AND INTEGRATED TO SUPPORT CURRENT EFFECTS PRIORITIES. IO SUPPORTS THE COALITION MAIN EFFORT TO DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES BY FOCUSING NON-LETHAL EFFORT ON THE SUNNI ARAB POPULACE IN THE SUNNI TRIANGLE. BY INTEGRATING PSYOP, PA, AND FACE-TO-FACE ENGAGEMENTS, IO INFLUENCES THE POPULACE IN THIS AREA TO REPORT NON-COMPLIANT FORCES AND ACTIVITIES TO THE COALITION. INFORMATION OPERATIONS SHAPES THE BATTLESPACE TO DENY SAFE HAVEN TO FORMER REGIME LOYALISTS, TERRORISTS, AND FOREIGN FIGHTERS THROUGH TARGETED ENGAGEMENTS THAT GARNER SELECTED LEADERS’ COOPERATION WHO CAN PROVIDE ASSISTANCE DETAINING SUBVERSIVE ELEMENTS. SOLDIERS WILL BE ARMED WITH TAILORED TALKING POINTS THAT DISCUSS THE LEGITIMACY OF IRAQI SECURITY FORCES, REDUCE SUPPORT FOR PARAMILITARY INFLUENCES, AND CRIMINALIZE ATTACKS AGAINST THE INFRASTRUCTURE. ALL OF THESE EFFORTS WILL CONTRIBUTE TO COALITION EFFORTS TO INFLUENCE THE POPULACE TO SUPPORT OUR PRESENCE AND OPERATIONS.

3.D. (U) OPERATIONAL MANEUVER.
3.D.1. (U) CURRENT OPERATIONS.
3.D.1.A. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) 1 AD: WE EXPERIENCED ONE SMALL ARMS ATTACK, TWO ROCKET ATTACKS, AND ONE MORTAR ATTACK. WE WERE INVOLVED IN ONE IED INCIDENT. THERE WAS ONE SOLDIER WOUNDED, WHO IS CURRENTLY AT 28TH CSH WITH A FRACTURED ARM. THERE WAS ONE SOLDIER KILLED DUE TO A NEGLIGENT DISCHARGE. WE CONDUCTED 6 OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS, WHICH LED US TO CAPTURING 39 INDIVIDUALS. WE COLLECTED NO NEW MANPADS UNDER THE BUY-BACK PROGRAM TODAY. CA BDE: CMO ACTIVITIES INCLUDE MAKING STIPEND PAYMENTS TO NAC MEMBERS, GAINING APPROVAL FOR PROPOSED BAGHDAD STOCK EXCHANGE SITE, AND CONSOLIDATING LIST OF SCHOOLS FOR QUALITY REVIEW. MAJOR ONGOING PROJECTS INCLUDE MONITORING FUEL DISTRIBUTION, ASSISTING HOSPITALS AND CLINICS, ASSISTING THE DACS, AND OPERATING THE IRAQI BUSINESS CENTER. BCTS: BCTS CONTINUE TO WORK WITH NACS AND DACS TO LEGITIMIZE THEIR AUTHORITY AND IDENTIFY, PLAN, PRIORITIZE, AND MONITOR PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES TO RESTORE MUNICIPAL UTILITY SERVICES, ENHANCE SECURITY, AND REPAIR SCHOOLS. MAJOR ONGOING PROJECTS INCLUDE; THE BAGHDAD CIVIL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM (BCEP), THROUGH WHICH UNEMPLOYED IRAQIS ARE HIRED FOR VARIOUS CLEAN-UP PROJECTS; MONITORING SCHOOL REPAIR PROJECTS; CIVILIZATION OF THE CMOCs; PROVIDING SECURITY AND QRF FOR THE ICE DELIVERIES TO LOCAL BANKS AND COORDINATING TO OBTAIN ALTERNATE SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR PROJECTS PREVIOUSLY PROGRAMMED FOR CERP FUNDING.
3.D.1.B. (S/RSL USA GBR AUS CAN) 82ND ABN: 3/82. THROUGHOUT THE AO, SOURCES HAVE SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED WHICH HAS PRODUCED MULTIPLE CORDON AND SEARCH OPERATIONS RESULTING IN THE DETENTION OF 3 ACF IN THE LAST 24 HOURS. AS OUR FORCES CONTINUE TO OPERATE IN THE SAME AREAS, THEY ARE ABLE TO DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS OF TRUST AND UNDERSTANDING WITH LOCAL IRAQIS THROUGH CONSISTENT FAIR, IMPARTIAL, AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT. THERE ARE STILL SIGNIFICANT OBSTACLES THAT MUST BE OVERCOME BEFORE AO RALEIGH WILL BE FULLY READY TO TRANSITION TO IRAQI CONTROL. HOWEVER, THROUGH AGGRESSIVE PATROLLING, CONCERTED INTELLIGENCE GATHERING, AND DELIBERATE, THOUGHTFUL ENGAGEMENT OF LOCAL LEADERS AND CIVILIANS, WE ANTICIPATE BEING ABLE TO REDUCE THE THREAT OF ANTI COALITION FORCES IN AO RALEIGH TO MINIMAL LEVELS.

D/1-505 CONDUCTED A CORDON AND SEARCH OF OBJ PENGUINS VIC 1OT CAPTURE/KILL ACF LINKED TO THE CH-47 THAT WAS SHOT DOWN ON 02NOV09. A/1-504 CONDUCTED OP BONES NOCHES, A CORDON AND KNOCK VIC 1OT CAPTURE/KILL 3 ACF.

ACR. THE REGIMENT IS CURRENTLY AMBER FOR COMBAT POWER. ALL UNITS IN THE REGIMENT’S AO REMAIN IN A "PERMISSIVE" STATUS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF HUSAYBAN DUE TO THE RECENT AND ONGOING ATTACKS. SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS IN THE REGIMENT CONTINUE ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE AND SECURITY OF MSR/ARBS IN SECTOR. NO MANPADS WERE TURNED IN DURING THE LAST 24 HOURS.

IRAQI CURRENCY EXCHANGE: ICE CONTINUES WITH NO SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS TO REPORT. ICDC: A TOTAL OF 329 PERSONNEL FROM THE HIT AREA HAVE COMPLETED ICDC TRAINING. THEY ARE GUARDING TWO ASPS AT 172 HADITHA AREA GRADUATES WILL BEGIN GUARDING ASPS 301-303 ON 19NOV.

BORDER POLICE: SABRE SQUADRON BEGAN TRAINING 210 BORDER POLICE CANDIDATES ON 17NOV. 1/3: TIGER CONDUCTED OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS NORTH OF THE EUFURAT RIVER. D COMPANY MAINTAINED CONTROL OF AND CONDUCTED SURVEILLANCE AND INTERDICTIO ALONG THE BORDER CHECKPOINT SOUTH OF THE EUFURAT RIVER, CONDUCTED MOUNTED COMBAT PATROLS THROUGH HUSAYBAN, AND EXECUTED TARGETED CORDON AND SEARCHES OF FIVE HOUSES BASED ON WALK-UP.

43RD CEC CONTINUED TO PROVIDE DISMOUNTED SUPPORT TO D COMPANY AT THE BCP AND SECURITY FOR THE D-37 RADAR SITE. C TROOP CONDUCTED SURVEILLANCE AND INTERDICTIO ALONG THE BORDER CHECKPOINT AND COMPLETED THE CORDON AND SEARCH WITHIN ITS SECTOR. UPON COMPLETION, C TROOP RESUMED SECURITY OF THE FLOATING BRIDGE SITE FROM B/1-504TH PIR. A & B TROOP AND HAW BEGAN TROOP-LEADING PROCEDURES FOR RIFLES BLITZ. B/1-504TH PIR CONTINUED TO SECURE THE BRIDGE SITE AND RETURNED TO FOB TIGER AFTER BEING RELIEVED BY C TROOP. 1HWT CONTINUED TO PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT. 1HT PERFORMED MULTI-FUNCTION SUPPORT ACTIVITIES FOR THE SQUADRON. 2/3: G TROOP CONTINUED TO SUPERVISE THE TANF AND TREDIL CROSSING POINTS AND OBSERVED MAI ALONG THE SYRIAN BORDER. F & O TROOP CONDUCTED PREPARATIONS FOR RIFLES BLITZ AT AL ASAAD. E TROOP CONTINUED TO PREPARE FOR BORDER GUARD TRAINING-60 ICDC SOLDIERS FROM NUKHAYB ARE TRAINING AT NTC. H CO CONTINUED FOB BYERS SECURITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR RUTBAH. 2HWT CONDUCTED PATROLS OF H3 AND THE ASPS IN AO DOYLE. CA/H CO/SABRE 2A MOVED TO TANF AND BEGAN VETTING AND SCREENING CANDIDATES FOR BORDER PATROL. 3/3: THUNDER, L TROOP, AND M CO PREPARED FOR RIFLES BLITZ. THUNDER CONTINUED TO CONDUCT SECURITY OPERATIONS IN HIT AND HADITHA, SECURE 3 ASPS, AND CONDUCT LOC SECURITY IN AO. THE AZERBAIJANI COMPANY MAINTAINED STATIC SECURITY OF HADITHAH DAM. PREDATOR WILL MAINTAIN STATIC SECURITY OF 2 ASPS AND CLEARED ASR BRONZE. HWB SECURED ASP NORTH AND CONDUCTED A TCP ON ASR TIN. I TROOP CONDUCTED CLEARANCE AND SHORT DURATION TCPS ON ASR BRONZE AND ESTABLISHED OPS. K TROOP CONDUCTED ROUTE CLEARANCE, MAINTAINED TCPS, AND 3 OPS (2 OPS IN HADITHA VICINITY THE POLICE STATION AND MAYOR’S OFFICE). M CO CONDUCTED A RECON PATROL.

OH-58DS FLEW IN SUPPORT OF I TROOP, K TROOP, ON ASR BRONZE AND
CONDUCTED AREA RECON. 4/3: HHT CONDUCTED 2-POINT HOT FARO AND COLD GAS SUPPORT. N, Q, & P TROOP CONDUCTED OCP SUPPORT. V TROOP CONDUCTED REGIMENTAL QRF OPERATIONS (THUNDER SUPPORT VIC HADITHA) AND 1ST UP MEDEVAC CHASE. R TROOP CONDUCTED MISSION TROOP OPERATIONS (TIGER SUPPORT VIC HUSAYBAH) AND 2ND UP MEDEVAC CHASE. S TROOP CONDUCTED LOG/PAX AND RCO TRANSPORT MISSION. 571ST AA MAINTAINED REGIMENTAL MEDEVAC COVERAGE. RSC: 2133D TC AND S&T TROOP CONDUCTED LOGPAC OPERATIONS. THE 1-4A CADRE FOR RIFLES ACADEMY ARE AT FOB QUINN TO OBSERVE BORDER POLICE TRAINING FOR LESSONS LEARNED. THE ADVISOR FOR THE DETAINEE FACILITY MISSION IS RIFLES BLITZ IS AT FOB TIGER TO BEGIN PLANNING FOR THIS MISSION. THE REMAINING ELEMENTS OF 1-4A GUARD FORCE BEGAN TRAINING AND PREPARATION FOR DETAINEE FACILITY ISO RIFLES BLITZ. 94TH MEF CONDUCTED BORDER POLICE TRAINING WITH SABRE. ALL TROOPS AND ATTACHMENTS CONTINUED TO PROVIDE FORCE PROTECTION AT THE EFP FACILITY AND THE TWO ENTRY-CONTROL POINTS ON RIFLES BASE. 2-5 FA: CONTINUE BASE SUPPORT FOR PALADIN, RIFLES BASE SECURITY, SECURITY OF THE NAVY TRAINING CENTER, GUARD OF ASP, AND TRAINING FOR 125 RECRUITS FROM AL QAIM AND NUKAYB, ICDC CYCLE 04-04. TRAINING INCLUDED DRILL AND CEREMONY, BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS, LAW OF LAND WARFARE, FIRST AID, ROE, AND USE OF FORCE AND APPLICABLE IRAQI LAW. PALADIN AND A/2-5 FA CONTINUED PREPARATION FOR OPERATING RIFLES BLITZ. Q36 AND C/2-5 MAINTAINED 24/7 HOT PLATOON/COUNTER FIRE FOR THE NAVY TRAINING CENTER. C/2-5 FA FIRED 7 RDS IN THE PAST 24 HRS. 1/1. THE BRIGADE IS FULLY CAPABLE OF CONDUCTING COMBAT OPERATIONS IN THE AR RAMADI AND HABBANISHA AREAS. 1-124 IN HHC/1-124 IN (MORTARS) CONDUCTED STATIC OPS ON THE NORTH AND SOUTH BRIDGES. A/1-124 IN CONDUCTED COOP ON AND SEARCH OPERATIONS; MOUNTED/DIS Mount ed Reconnaissance; Permanent Security Presence at WOLFPACK DEN, AND THE WARRAH INLET; AND AREA RECONNAISSANCE. B/1-124 IN CONDUCTED CONTINUOUS SECURITY AT THE SNAKE PIT, LOGPAC ESCORT, LP/OP VICINITY OF THE HOSPITAL, MOUNTED AND DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE VICINITY POLICE CPS AND RAPID TP BANK, AND SECURITY FOR RADIO ESCORT. C/1-124 IN CONDUCTED JOINT SECURITY AT COMBAT OUTPOST, PROPANE STATION, AND EAST GAS STATION; ZONE RECONNAISSANCE; A LP/OP; A JOINT AREA RECONNAISSANCE; AND LOGPAC ESCORT. 2-116 FA CONTINUED TO MAN ENTRY CONTROL POINT AT SOUTH PALACE AND PROVIDED SECURITY ESCORT FOR COMMAND AND STAFF. 1-16 IN. HHC/1-16 IN CONDUCTED WHEELED QRF AND CA MISSIONS. B/1-16 IN CONDUCTED MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. B/1-34 AR CONDUCTED TRACKED QRF AND MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. C/1-16 IN CONDUCTED DISMOUNTED AREA/ZONE RECONNAISSANCE AND SEARCHED MORTAR BASKET AREAS. C/4-3 ADA SECURED THARTHAR DAM AND ASP 309. 1-34 AR. HHC/1-34 AR CONDUCTED COUNTERAMBUSH/COUNTER-MORTAR/AREA DENIAL OPERATIONS, JOINT MOUNTED/DIS MOUNTED RECONNAISSANCE, MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE, CONTINUED PROCESSING AND INTERROGATING DETAINIES, FORCE PROTECTION, AND LOGISTIC SUPPORT. A/1-34 AR MAINTAINED SCREENING OUTPOSTS WEST OF HABBANISHA, CONDUCTED EXTERNAL HEAVY QRF, JOINT MOUNTED/DIS MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE, AND SUPPORTED FOB KILLEEN WITH HEAVY ASSETS. B/1-9 CAV SUPPORTED FOB KILLEEN, JOINT DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS (INCLUDING 1 JOINT), AND WHEELED QRF. B/1 EN SECURED THE ASP AND IMPROVED COMBAT OUTPOST KILLEEN. C/1-34 AR CONDUCTED MOUNTED AREA/ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE AND JOINT DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. 1/D-4 CAV MAINTAINED A SCREEN EAST OF HABBANISHA AND CONDUCTED MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. 1-5 FA. A/1-5 FA CONTINUED 24 HOUR COVERAGE OF AO TOPEKA. 1/A/1-5 FA FIRED 2 ILLUMINATION ROUNDS IN SUPPORT OF 1-124 IN. 2/A/1-5 FA FIRED 4 ILLUMINATION ROUNDS IN SUPPORT OF TF [1-4A]. A & SVC/1-5 FA CONDUCTED ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE OF THE PERIMETER ROAD. B/1-5 FA ESTABLISHED DISMOUNTED COPS AND CONDUCTED MOUNTED COMBAT PATROLS. D/1-5 FA CONTINUED FORCE PROTECTION. HB/1-5 FA PROVIDED SUPPORT FOR
THE LOGISTICS CONVOY. AVN BDE. 1-82: IPC AT FOB ST. MERE FOR AIR ASSAULT ISO 3 BCT. AMB FOR OPERATION PANTHER BLACKJACK ISO 1-505. RECONNAISSANCE AND SECURITY FOR CORDON & SEARCH OF OBJ PENGUINS ISO 1-505. 2-82: TWO AIRCRAFT FLEW 1-82 AND 2-82 PERSONNEL TO ST MERE FOR THE 1-504 AASL AMB. TWO AIRCRAFT WERE POSTURED TO SUPPORT AA6. WE HAVE HAD TO MODIFY OUR DART AVAILABILITY BECAUSE OF THE 1-504 AASL. AIRCREWS FROM THE CG OR AASL MISSIONS WOULD HAVE TO BE REDIRECTED TO PERFORM DART. THEIR RESPONSE TIME WOULD BE TWO HOURS. DIVARTY. CEA: 4/1-27 FA SUPERVISED 70 WORKERS UPLOAD 10 CIVILIAN CONTRACT TRUCKS (76.64 STONS) AT CACHE 116. C/1-27 FA UPDATED 8 HEMTTS (20.29 STONS) AT CACHE 116. B/489TH EN SUPERVISED 110 WORKERS UPLOAD 23 CIVILIAN CONTRACT TRUCKS (111.01 STONS) AT CACHE 102. ROCK ASP SUPERVISED 100 WORKERS AND 22 CIVILIAN CONTRACT TRUCKS BEING DOWNLOADED. 20 ARE STAGED FOR DOWNLOAD TODAY. DIVARTY TAC SUPERVISED CEA OPERATIONS AT ROCK ASP. CACHES 102 AND 116. TOTAL ISO MOVED AS OF 16 NOV 05, 1650.81 STONS. GST/CMO: CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH THE HEADMASTER OF A LOCAL SECONDARY SCHOOL TO ESTABLISH A RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM FOR SPONSORSHIP.

3.D.1.C. (C/PFC USA GRP AUS CAN) 4TH ID: EVENTS THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN THE TF 1.4A AO IN THE LAST 24 HOURS: THERE WERE 4 DIRECT FIRE CONTACTS DIRECTED AGAINST ELEMENTS OF TF 1.4A AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS VIC 1.4A. THERE WAS 1 INDIRECT FIRE CONTACT AT THE FOLLOWING GRID LOCATION VIC 1.4A. THERE WERE 6 IEDS DETONATED IN THE TF AO RESULTING IN 2 KIA AND 2 WIA. 5 IEDS WERE DISCOVERED PRIOR TO THEIR DETONATION. DURING THIS TASK FORCE 1.4A CONDUCTED 9 RAIDS. 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY 1BCT, 1 RAID WAS CONDUCTED BY 2BCT, 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY 3BCT 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY TF 1.4A AND 2 RAIDS BY THE 173RD.

THE RAIDS TARGETED SUSPECTED BA’ATHIST LEADERS, A SUSPECTED WEAPONS CACHE, NON-COMPLIANT FORCES, A FORMER REGIME LOYALIST, A SUSPECTED RPG ATTACKER, SUSPECTED IED MAKER, AND SUSPECTED WEAPONS DEalers. THE RAIDS RESULTED IN 56 DETAINNIES, INCLUDING 4 TARGETS. THE RAIDS ALSO RESULTED IN THE CONFESSION OF A VARIETY OF SMALL ARMS, AMMUNITION, AND IED MAKING MATERIALS. TODAY TF 1.4A MOVED APPROXIMATELY 0 PLS LOADS WORTH OF CEA AND DESTROYED APPROXIMATELY 0 PLS LOADS WORTH OF CEA. TF 1.4A CURRENTLY HAS IDENTIFIED 2012 PROJECTS ACROSS THE AO. 545 OF THOSE ARE FUNDED, 1063 ARE COMPLETE, AND 407 PROJECTS ARE Awaiting FUNDS!

IN THE DIVALLA PROVINCE, 2 BCT AO IN THE CITY OF BAQUBAH: CA MET WITH AREA REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CONGRESS OF SHEIKHS AN IRAQI-WIDE ASSOCIATIONS OF TRIBAL LEADERS ESTABLISHED IN 1927. SEVERAL TOPICS WERE DISCUSSED SUCH AS SECURITY AND COOPERATION BETWEEN IRAQIS AND COALITION FORCES. ALL PARTIES AGREED TO MEET WEEKLY.

IN THE AT TAMIM PROVINCE, 173RD AO IN THE CITY OF KIRKUK: CA MET WITH THE DEAN OF THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE TO DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF THEIR MONTHLY BUDGET. SOMEHOW THE MONTHLY BUDGET HAS STOPPED BEING CREDITED TO THE INSTITUTE. CA WILL MEET WITH THE KIRKUK BUDGET DIRECTOR TODAY IN AN ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE MATTER. CA ALSO MET WITH THE LIBERTY COMMISSION AND THE ACTING DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION IN ORDER TO DISCUSS THE CRITERIA TO BE USED IN SELECTING A PERMANENT DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION. IN THE AT TAMIM PROVINCE, 173RD AO IN THE CITY OF KIRKUK: CA MET WITH DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS, DIRECTOR OF MUNICIPALITIES AND RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE (RTI) TO DISCUSS THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM. THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM WILL HIRE ABOUT 700 WORKERS AND 200 SUPERVISORS TO DO SEWAGE AND GARBAGE DISPOSAL, STREET AND WATER FACILITIES CLEANING. THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND MUNICIPALITIES WILL MAKE THE PROPOSALS AND INTERVIEW PEOPLE FROM THE EMPLOYMENT CENTER NEXT WEEK. THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM WILL START NEXT WEEK.
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3D1D (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) 101ST AAD: A GOOD DAY IN AO NORTH, WHICH INCLUDED THE FIRST DAY OF A VISIT BY DR. AHMED CHALABI, A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNING COUNCIL, TO THE AO. TODAY, HE MET WITH THE CITY/PROVINCE COUNCIL, VISITED THE UNIVERSITY, AND HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE. WE ALSO PROVIDED HIM WITH AN AOR BRIEF AND VIDEO. TOMORROW, HE WILL MEET SEVERAL POLITICAL LEADERS AND RETURN TO BAGHDAD.

LAST NIGHT, 1 BCT CONDUCTED A CORDON AND SEARCH AT A RESIDENCE SOUTH OF HAMMAM AL ALIL TARGETING A SUSPECTED WEAPONS DEALER. THE TARGET WAS NOT HOME, BUT THEY DETAINED HIS BROTHER AND SON WHO THEY ARE QUESTIONING NOW. A SEARCH OF THE HOME YIELDED 1 X 5 GALLON CONTAINER OF GUNPOWDER, A BAG FULL OF PROPELLANT, 3 X GRENADES, AND 5 X FUSES.

LAST NIGHT, ENEMY FORCES ENGAGED A 1 BCT MOUNTED PATROL MOVING IN THE UPPER Tigris RIVER VALLEY WITH AN RPG. THE RPG DETONATED WELL FORWARD OF THE CONVOY, AND THE ENEMY IMMEDIATELY BROKE CONTACT. THE UNIT CLEARED A WADI WHERE THE FIRE ORIGIANATED FROM, BUT NOTHING WAS FOUND. A SCOUT/SNIPER IS WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO OVERWATCH THE AREA.

LAST NIGHT, AN IED DETONATED ADJACENT TO A 1 BCT CONVOY THAT WAS MOVING THROUGH HAMMAM AL ALIL. A PATROL SEARCHED THE AREA, BUT NOTHING WAS FOUND. ONE SOLDIER WAS INJURED, AND ONE HMMWV SUSTAINED MINOR DAMAGE. EARLY THIS MORNING, A CIVILIAN VEHICLE HIT A SOLDIER MANNING A TCP IN QAYYARAH. IT WAS AN APPARENT ACCIDENT, AND THE DRIVER IMMEDIATELY STOPPED TO HELP THE SOLDIER. THIS MORNING, A 1 BCT PATROL FOUND TWO IEDS 10 KILOMETERS SOUTH OF MOSUL. EOD REMOVED BOTH IEDS, WHICH CONSISTED OF 1 X 155MM ARTILLERY ROUND EACH. LAST NIGHT, ENEMY FORCES AMBUSHED A 2 BCT CONVOY IN NORTHWEST MOSUL. THE AMBUSH WAS INITIATED WITH AN IED FOLLOWED BY SMALL ARMS FIRE. THE SOLDIERS RETURNED FIRE, AND THE ENEMY IMMEDIATELY BROKE CONTACT. SIX SOLDIERS WERE WOUNDED, BUT ALL ARE CATEGORIZED AS NON-SERIOUS INJURIES. PATROLS WERE DISPATCHED TO SEARCH THE AREA AND IEDS WERE EMLACED, BUT NOTHING WAS FOUND.

LAST NIGHT, 2 BCT CONDUCTED A CORDON AND KNOCK TARGETING INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN A RECENT DRIVE-BY SHOOTING IN CENTRAL MOSUL. THEY DETAINED 3 INDIVIDUALS AND SEIZED 6 X PISTOLS, 2 CASES OF 7.62 AMMO, AND 1 X RPG BOOSTER. THERE WERE NO INJURIES. THIS MORNING, ENEMY FORCES ENGAGED A 2 BCT DISMONTDED PATROL IN EASTERN MOSUL. THE PATROL RETURNED SUPPRESSIVE FIRE AND MANEUVERED TO THE HOUSE WHERE THE FIRE ORIGIANATED. THEY ENTERED AND CLEARED THE BUILDING, AND DETAINED 1 INDIVIDUAL. NO WEAPONS WERE FOUND IN THE HOUSE, HOWEVER THEY DISCOVER EXPENDED 7.62MM CASINGS. THERE WERE NO CASUALTIES. THE INDIVIDUAL IS BEING QUESTIONED NOW. THIS MORNING, A 2 BCT AERIAL RECON IDENTIFIED A CACHE OF 80 X 120MM TANK ROUNDS 1 KILOMETER NORTH OF MOSUL. A GROUND PATROL WAS DISPATCHED TO THE AREA, AND THEY CLEARED THE SITE AND TRANSPORTED THE ROUNDS TO THE MOSUL ASP. THIS AFTERNOON, THE MANAGER OF THE LOCAL PEPSI FACTORY ESCORTED A BRIGADE TARGET TO A 2 BCT BATTALION TOC. HE WAS WANTED FOR THE BLACK MARKETING OF WEAPONS. YESTERDAY, THE COALITION FOR IRAQI NATIONAL UNITY TURNED IN 13 X RPG LAUNCHERS, 189 X RPG ROUNDS, 57 X RPG BOOSTERS, 16 X 120MM MORTAR ROUNDS, 3 X HAND GRENADES, AND 1 X 60MM MORTAR TUBE. YESTERDAY AFTERNOON, 3 BCT CONDUCTED A CORDON AND KNOCK TARGETING AN INDIVIDUAL SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN AN ATTACK ON THE PIPELINE. HE WAS DETAINED AND IS BEING QUESTIONED NOW. LAST NIGHT, 3 BCT CONDUCTED A RAID AND APPREHENDED FIVE PERSONNEL SUSPECTED OF BEING CONSPIRATORS IN THE BIAJ BANK ROBBERY AND AN ATTACK ON 3 BCT FORCES IN BIAJ. THEY ARE BEING QUESTIONED NOW. SHORTLY AFTER MIDNIGHT, 3 BCT CONDUCTED A CORDON AND KNOCK TARGETING AN INDIVIDUAL SUSPECTED OF ANTI-COALITION ACTIVITIES. THE TARGET WAS NOT HOME, BUT THEY DETAINED AN INDIVIDUAL WHO WALKED UP TO THEIR VEHICLES CARRYING A CONCEALED AK-47. THEY ALSO DETAINED THE SOURCE THAT GAVE THEM FALSE INFORMATION, AS THIS
MAY HAVE BEEN A BAITED AMBUSH. TF CLOSED IN AL ASAD ISB VIA AIR ASSAULT AND GROUND CONVOY SHORTLY AFTER MIDNIGHT, AND IS NOW ATTACHED TO 3 ACR. THIS AFTERNOON, AN IED DETONATED BEHIND AN ENGINEER CONVOY MOVING BETWEEN MOSUL AND IRBIL. THERE WERE NO CASUALTIES OR EQUIPMENT DAMAGE. LAST NIGHT, A CIVILIAN TURNED IN 46 X RPG LAUNCHERS, 60 X GRENADES AND FUSES, AND 50 X RPG PROPELLANT CHARGES AT THE D-MAIN. WE CONDUCTED 271 PATROLS ACROSS THE DIVISION AO IN THE PAST 24 HOURS. WE ARE CURRENTLY SECURING A TOTAL OF 349 FIXED SITES, WITH FPS OR ICDC MANNING 277 OF THOSE SITES. WE HAVE CLEARED 1,226 CACHE SITES OF THE 1,214 IN THE DIVISION’S AO, AND WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF CLEARING 8 SITES. AN UPDATE ON THE BUILDINGS DAMAGED IN THE BLACKHAWK CRASHES: 12 BUILDINGS WERE DAMAGED, AND THE INITIAL ESTIMATE TO COMPLETELY REPAIR THEM IS $74,000. THE CONTRACTOR BEGAN REPAIRS TODAY, AND ALL OF THE ELECTRICAL AND UTILITIES REPAIR WORK WAS FINISHED THIS AFTERNOON.

3.D.1.E. (S/PRT USA CDR AFG CN) MND (SE) : AT 171020C NOV 03, TF CONDUCTED A RUMMAGE SEARCH, WHICH DEVELOPED INTO A FULL SEARCH OPERATION AT QV 337709. SEARCH COMPLETED AT 1450 HRS. 2 X PERSONS ARRESTED. BOTH WERE SUBSEQUENTLY IDENTIFIED AS I2P. THEY HAVE BEEN DETAINED AT AL AMARA. A FULL SITREP FOR FIND IS AS FOLLOWS: WEAPONS: 2 X RPG 7, 18 X AK VARIANTS LBW, 1 X 60MM MORTAR, 1 X SAW, 1 X HEAVY WPN BARREL, 1 X RPG SIGHT, 110 X AK MAGAZINES, 2 X SAW MAGAZINES, 1 X LBW DRUM MAGAZINE, 1 X MORTAR BIPOD. AMMUNITION: 1 X RPG ROCKETS, 4 X RPG 9 ROCKETS, 18 X RPG CHARGES, 24 X 60MM GRENADES, 257 X 7.62MM LINKED ROUNDS, 2379 X 7.62MM SHORTS ROUNDS, 1450 X 7.62MM LONG ROUNDS, 12 X 9MM ROUNDS, 9 X 7.62MM SHORTS BLANK ROUNDS, 9 X UNOPENED BOXES OF 14.5 MM ROUNDS, 1 X UNOPENED BOXES OF 12.7 MM ROUNDS, 1 X UNOPENED BOX OF 7.62MM ROUNDS (NATURE UNKNOWN), 11 X ROUNDS OF VARIOUS UNKNOWN NATURES. AT 161955C NOV 03, 4 X UXO FOUND AT BLACK CYLINDER 4 - 5 INCHES LONG POSSIBLE BOMBLET, PEAR DROP SHAPE 12 - 14 INCHES LONG POSS MORTAR, SAND COLOURED MINE WITH RIDGES, ALL MARKED WITH WHITE MINE TAPE. AT 162155C NOV 03, AN EXPLOSION HEARD NEAR BASRAH PALACE. FOLLOW UP INVESTIGATION BY 1 ROW FOUND SEAT OF EXPLOSION AT THE TARGET WAS THE POLICE STATION WHICH HAS BEEN COMPREHENSIVELY DESTROYED, BUT NO CASUALTIES. CORDON COLLAPSED 0110. EOD INVESTIGATED MORNING OF 17 NOV AND A FULL REPORT WILL BE PROVIDED ASAP. AT 170215C NOV 03, SIMULTANEOUS RAID CONDUCTED ON 2 X SUSPECTED VBIEDS AT AND IN BASRAH AND SUSPECTED FRLS AT 2 HOUSES NEAR AZ ZUBAYR. 17 PERSONS WERE DETAINED AND QUESTIONED BUT NOT RELEASED AS THEY WERE ASSESSED TO BE INNOCENT. 2 X SUSPECTED VBIEDS WERE DECLARED FALSE ALARMS DURING DAYLIGHT FOLLOW UP. AT 170320C NOV 03, A HARD KNOCK WAS CARRIED OUT IN BASRAH AT AND FRL SUSPECT AT DETAINED AT HQ FOR TQ. HE WAS SUBSEQUENTLY RELEASED. AT 170530C NOV 03, 1 X A2 FEMALE WAS ARRESTED BY I2P WHILE ATTEMPTING TO GAIN ENTRY TO BASRAH OLD PORT HOUSE. SHE WAS FOUND TO BE WEARING A VEST WITH SUSPECTED LISTENING DEVICES AND DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING MAPS UNDER HER CLOTHING. SHE WAS DETAINED FOR TQ. AT 171125C NOV 03, 1X ICDC RECRUIT INJURED FROM 1 RGICDC UNIT AT BASRAH OLD PORT. RECRUIT WAS SUGGESTED TO BE INJURED BY EXPLOSION OF UXO. 3 X MORE UXO FOUND AT LOCATION. EOD CONFIRMED UXO AS 1 X RPG, 1X 60MM MORTAR RD, 1 X EMBEDDED 60MM MORTAR RD. AT 171140C NOV 03, 4 X MALES ARRESTED AND 2 X LONG BARRELLED WEAPONS SEIZED AFTER ONE SHOT WAS FIRED AT REAR SANGAR OF AL FAW BASE. PAX HAVE BEEN HANDED OVER TO THE LOCAL POLICE. AT 171145C NOV 03, A WALK-IN TO BASRAH PALACE REPORTED A FIND IN AL FAW OF 8 X BARRELS SUSPECTED TO BE FILLED WITH EXPLOSIVE. INFORMANT COLLECTED BY CF, EOD WAS TASKED FULL REPORT WILL BE PROVIDED ASAP. AT 171650C NOV 03, DURING A VCP AT A 34 SQN PATROL FOUND 4 X
RPG-7, 1 X FK, 1 X SNIPER SIGHT. 4 X MALES WERE ARRESTED AND HANDED OVER TO THE LOCAL POLICE. AT 171730C NOV 03, DURING A HELCO RECON A WATER PIPE LEAK WERE LOCATED AT [1.4a]. AT 171740C NOV 03, DURING A ROUTINE PATROL 2 X UXOS WERE DISCOVERED. A M42’ MINE BOX AT [1.4a] AND 8 X 120MM MORTAR BOMBS AT [1.4a]. EOD WAS TASKED.


3.D.1.G (S/REI USA CRC AUS CAN) CSOTF-AP: AOB [1.4a] CONDUCTED CURRENT OPERATIONS BRIEF FOR FOB 51/52 COMMANDERS, FOB 52 OPERATIONS OFFICER. ODA [1.4b]: PROSECUTED A TARGET ICW 3-505 PIR. ODA [1.4c]: CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH CONTACT. MET WITH 52 OF 2 BCT 1 AD IN ORDER TO MAKE INITIAL COORDINATION FOR THE PROSECUTION OF FUTURE TARGET. CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH THE S3 OF 1-6 IN 2 BCT 1 AD REFERENCE THE PROSECUTION OF A FUTURE TARGET. CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH CONTACT PROVIDING INFORMATION ON PERSONALITIES AND EVENTS IN THE ABU GURAYB DISTRICT. CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH CONTACT PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING A POTENTIAL ANTI-COALITION CELL LEADER. ODA [1.4a]: TRAVELED TO ABU SUKHAYR POLICE STATION TO TALK WITH THE POLICE CHIEF. AOB [1.4a] CONDUCTED A TRAFFIC CONTROL POINT (TCP) VICINITY T-1 AIRFIELD. CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH CONTACT. ODA [1.4a]: COORDINATED WITH ELEMENTS OF THE 3/187 IN (AASLT) BATTALION.
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STAFF REFERENCE AREA SITUATIONAL AWARENESS INFORMATION. CONDUCTED A MEETING WITH CONTACT. ODA [1.4a] CONDUCTED MEETINGS WITH THREE CONTACTS IVO AL ASAD. ODA [1.4a] CONDUCTED FOUR MEETINGS WITH CONTACTS IN ORDER TO GAIN ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE THROUGHOUT SECTOR. COORDINATED WITH 1-505 PIR IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH ODA’S ROLE IN FUTURE OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS IN AL-AMARIYAH. COORDINATED WITH 1-124 IN ORDER TO PROSECUTE FUTURE TARGET. COORDINATED WITH 1-505 PIR IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH ODA ROLE IN PROSECUTION OF FUTURE TARGETS. ODA [1.4a]: SNIPER TEAMS CONDUCTED COUNTER-MORTAR OPERATIONS AROUND RPC. AOB [1.5a] CONDUCTED TARGETING MEETING WITH ALL ODA’S. ODA [1.4a] INVOLVED IN ENTIRE DAY OF ENEMY ENGAGEMENT. NO INJURIES TO THE TEAM. NO DAMAGE ASSESSED AT THIS TIME. ODA [1.4a]: CONDUCTED MEETINGS WITH TWO CONTACTS. NSWU-AP: CONDUCTED COUNTER MORTAR OPNS MEETING. OPERATING WITH 789TH EOD CONDUCTING IED RESPONSE IVO BAGHDAD.

3.D.1.H. (S/PET USA GBR AUS CAN) 79 EOD BN: BN COMPLETED 41 EOD MISSIONS (20 UXO INCIDENTS/3 IED INCIDENT/8 SUSPECTED IED INCIDENTS/5 CACHE COLLECTION OPERATION/1 CACHE DISPOSAL OPERATION/1 USA DISPOSAL OPERATION/3 POST BLAST INVESTIGATIONS) AND DESTROYED OF 529 ORDNANCE ITEMS WITH A NEW OF 10,407 LBS (26.0 SHORT TONS).

3.D.1.I. (S/PET USA GBR AUS CAN) 3 COSCOM: 64TH CSG CONDUCTED (51) HET MOVE 17 FA TRACKS, FROM LSA ANA CONDO TO ARIFJAN. 171ST ASG HESCO BARRIERS FOR MND-CS IN AL HILLAH.

3.D.2. (U) FUTURE OPERATIONS, NEXT 24-48 HOURS.

3.D.2.A. (S/PET USA GBR AUS CAN) 1ST AD: WILL CONTINUE RAIDS AS PART OF OPERATIONS IRON HAMMER. TONIGHT WE ANTICIPATE ATTACKING SEVERAL TARGETS WITH AC-130 AND MORTAR FIRES. WE WILL CONDUCT INTEL-FOCUSED RAID ON AN INDIVIDUAL THAT IS PART OF THE SALAFI GROUP. WE WILL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP OUR TARGETS ON SEVERAL INDIVIDUALS IN AND AROUND ZONE 21 WHO ARE SADR LIETENANTS AND SUPPORTERS. WE WILL CONTINUE EARLY RETROGRADE OF EQUIPMENT TO KUWAIT. WE WILL TEMPORARILY CLOSE THE 14 JULY BRIDGE. WE WILL CONDUCT COUNTER IED/MORTAR RECONNAISSANCE.

3.D.2.B. (S/PET USA GBR AUS CAN) 82ND ABN: 3/82 BCT. 1-505 PIR: THE BATTALION CONDUCTS A 1500 ROCK DRILL FOR UPCOMING OPERATION BLACKJACK. A/1-505 ATTACKS TO CLEAR OBJ EAGLES NLT 180100NOV03 IOT CAPTURE/KILL [1.4a] B/1-505 PREPARES FOR RIP WITH A/1-32. ADVN DEPARTS 19 NOV 03 AND MAIN BODY ON 20 NOV 03. C/1-505 ATTACKS TO CLEAR OBJ TEKANS NLT 180100NOV03 IOT CAPTURE/KILL [1.4a] WILL CONTINUE TO SECURE FORB VOLTUNO, AND PROVIDE BN QRF. C/1-505 PREPARES TO CONDUCT RIP WITH A 1/32 FOR FOR SECURITY MISSION. D/1-505 CONTINUES AREA AND ZONE RECONNAISSANCE AMIRIYAH, PATROLS ASR SAN JUAN AND RTE ZINC, OCCUPIES OPS, AND PREPARES TO RECEIVE 1 X SNIPER TEAM. A/1-32 ATTACKS TO CLEAR OBJ DUCKS [1.4a] NLT 180100NOV03 IOT CAPTURE/KILL [0/0] A/1-32 PREPARES FOR RIP WITH C/1-505 NLT 20NOV03 TO ASSUME FORB VOLTUNO SECURITY MISSION AND B/1-505 MISSION FOR SECURITY OF THE ROCK ASP. THE BN FLT CONDUCTS DAILY OPERATIONS IN FALLUJAH AND ATTENDS MEETINGS WITH DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES FROM AGRICULTURE, IRRIGATION AND FUELS. 3-505 PIR: ELEMENTS FROM A/3-505 AND B/3-505 WILL CONDUCT ZULU SECURITY, AND CONTINUE COUNTER-MORTAR PATROLS VICINITY FOR ST MICHAEL. A/3-505 ESCORTS ENGINEERS TO ASR JACKSON AND TEMPLE. B/3-505 WILL CONDUCT A PATROL IN MARMUDIYAH, CONTINUES SQUAD-SIZED AMBUSHES ON ASR SUE, AND CONDUCT SEARCH AND ATTACKS. C/3-505 CONDUCTS A JOINT PATROL WITH THE YUSEFIYAH POLICE AND CONDUCTS ROUTE CLEARANCE/CACHE SWEEP. D/3-505 CONTINUES PATROLS AT THE MIXING BOWL AND INFILTRATES SNIPERS TO OVERWATCH/ SEARCH FOR ENEMY. AN INTELLIGENCE SOURCE WILL PURCHASE IEDS FOR US AND DROP THEM OFF IN A PRE-COORDINATED LOCATION EAST OF THE LUTAFIYAH OIL DEPOT. WE WILL USE
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TWO SCOUT TEAMS TO OVER-WATCH THE DROP-OFF LOCATION. THE NEXT MORNING/DAY WE WILL "DISCOVER" THE IEDS WITH A PATROL, SECURE THEM, AND THEN REMOVE THEM W/ EOD. OBJ OF THE OPERATION IS TO ID PAX AND LOCATION OF THE IED "WAREHOUSE"/STORAGE FACILITY AND MANUFACTURING PLANT. 1-504 PIR: CONDUCTS OPERATION JOKER CLUTCH AT 181803NOV03 IOT CAPTURE/KILL HVT [DEOM] VIC FALLUJAH. A/1-504 CONTINUES DISMOUNTED / MOUNTED PATROLLING / IO-ATTACKS. B/1-504 BEGINS MOVEMENT BACK TO FOB MERCURY. C/1-504 HAS BRIGADE QRF; BN QRF; AND CONDUCTS JOINT PATROLS WITH THE NWS POLICE. D/2-504 WILL CONTINUE FOB SECURITY, PUC GUARD, CAT-A TEAM SECURITY, AND LNO OPERATIONS AT THE JORDANIAN HOSPITAL. TM A/1-16 IN CONTINUES ROUTE CLEARANCE AND NIGHT ARMOR SECURITY OF THE JORDANIAN HOSPITAL. 1/C/1 ENG WILL CONTINUE ROUTE CLEARANCE OF ASR CHICAGO AND PITTSBURGH. SCOUTS WILL CONTINUE TO OVER WATCH BETWEEN CP 45 & CP 84 WITH 3 SNIPER TEAMS. 1-32 PIR: CONDUCTS CORDON AND SEARCH VIC MUSSAYIB AND VIC AL HASWAH 180800NOV03. B/1-32 PROVIDES ONE PLATOON FOR TOWER GUARD AND DUTY PLATOON, SECURITY PATROLS AT THE HATER ASP, AND JOINT POLICE PATROLS. C/1-32 HAS ONE BPT MISSION TO CONDUCT A JOINT POLICE PATROL AND SURVEILLANCE OF AL HASWAH. THE BN BT PIT WILL CLEAR ASR CLEVELAND AND ASR JACKSON, LOGPAC ROUTE, AND RAILROAD TRACKS. SCTS SURVEILLE THE AL JURBI DI MOSQUE. C/1-319 CONDUCTS TWO COUNTER MORTAR PATROLS. CAT/S5 CHECKS CLASSROOM PROJECT AND VERIFIES BANK ACCOUNTS AND FACILITATES THE FFS DINNER AND GRADUATION. THE BN MTR CAN CONDUCT A MORTAR GUNNERY EXAM. EN WILL CLEAR ASR JACKSON, RAILROAD TRACKS, AND UXOS AT THE HATER ASP. ADA WILL CLEAR ASR SAN JUAN AND SURVEILLES ASR JACKSON. 3 ACR. 1/3: TIGER CONTINUES ITS PREPARATION FOR RIFLES BLITZ. THE OP ORDER WILL BE BRIEFED TODAY. D COMPANY CONTINUES OPERATION OF THE HUSAYBAH BORDER-CROSSING CHECKPOINT, CONDUCTS SURVEILLANCE AND INTERDICATION ALONG THE BORDER, EXECUTES MOUNTED COMBAT PATROLS, AND SECURES THE Q-37 RADAR SITE. C TROOP RESUMED SECURIES OF THE FLOATING BRIDGE SITE FROM B/1-504* PIR. A AND B TROOP AND HWT PREPARE FOR RIFLES BLITZ. HWT CONTINUES TO PROVIDE COUNTER-FIRE SUPPORT. HHT PERFORMS MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT OPERATIONS. 2/3: G TRP WILL CONTINUE TO SUPERVISE THE TANF AND TREBL CREEK Points AND WILL OBSERVE NAIS ALONG THE SYRIAN BORDER. E TRP WILL BEGIN THE FIRST DAY BORDER GUARD TRAINING. H CO CONTINUES FOB BYERS SECURITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR RUTBAH. 2HWT WILL CONDUCT DAY AND NIGHT PATROLS IN AO DOYLE. O TRP PREPARES FOR RIFLES BLITZ. CA/SABRE 2A REMAINS AT TANF TO VETT AND SCREEN CANDIDATES FOR BORDER PATROLS. SABRE IS PREPARED FOR USAIDS ARRIVAL TO INSPECT THE AL MAT BRIDGE AND IS PREPARED TO ESCORT THE FUEL CONVOY AND/OR TAKE IN A/1-17CAV. 3/3: THUNDER AND L & M TRP PREPARE FOR RIFLES BLITZ. THUNDER CONTINUES TO CONDUCT SECURITY OPERATIONS IN HIT AND HADITHA, SECURES 3 ASPS, AND CONDUCT LOC SECURITY IN AO. THE AZERBAIJANI COMPANY SECURES HADITHA DAM. PREDATOR SECURES 2 ASPS, CLEARS ASR BRONZE, AND WILL MOVE ICTC RECRUITS INTO ASP MITE AND FLEA IOT ALLOW POLICE TO ASSUME SOME SECURITY DUTIES. HWT CONTINUES TO SECURE ASP NORTH. K TROOP WILL MAINTAIN A TCP AND CONDUCT RECON PATROLS OF ASR BRONZE AND PHOENIX. L TROOP WILL SET IN TAA SPENCER. I TROOP WILL CLEAR RTE BRONZE. 4/3: HHT CONDUCTS 2-POINT HOT FARP AND COLD GAS SUPPORT. N, G, & P TROOP CONDUCT OPCON SUPPORT. Q TROOP CONDUCTS REGIMENTAL QRF OPERATIONS AND 1ST UP MEDEVAC CHASE. R TROOP CONDUCTS MISSION TROOP OPERATIONS AND 2ND UP MEDEVAC CHASE. S TROOP CONDUCTS LOG / FAX OPERATIONS AND RCO TRANSPORT. 571 ST MAINTAINS REGIMENTAL MEDEVAC COVERAGE. RSS: CONTINUES PREPARATIONS FOR RIFLES BLITZ. IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 2133D TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, SAT TROOP WILL CONDUCT SCHEDULED LOGPAC OPERATIONS. 94TH MP WILL PROVIDE FRONT GATE SECURITY AND CONDUCTING BORDER POLICE TRAINING. RIFLES ACADEMY CADRE WILL CONTINUE TO OBSERVE
TRAINING AT FOB QUINN AND RETURN TO RIFLES BASE. ALL TROOPS AND ATTACHMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE FORCE PROTECTION AT THE EPW FACILITY AND THE TWO ENTRY-CONTROL POINTS ON RIFLES BASE. 2-5 FA: CONTINUE BASE SUPPORT, RIFLES BASE SECURITY, SECURITY OF THE NAVEA TRAINING CENTER, SECURITY OF ASP AND TOWER 31 AND 35 ISO RIFLES BASE SECURITY. B/2-5 FA MAINTAINS 24-HOUR SECURITY OF THE NAVEA TRAINING CENTER, AND CONTINUES TRAINING OF 125 ICDC RECRUITS FOR CYCLE 04-04. TRAINING INCLUDES DRILL AND CEREMONY, BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS, LAW OF LAND WARFARE, FIRST AID, ROE, USE OF FORCE AND APPLICABLE IRAQI LAW. Q36 AND C/2-5 FA (-) CONDUCT HOT PLATOON OPERATIONS ON A 24/7 SCHEDULE. C/2-5 FA SCHEDULED TO FIRE SIX MISSIONS. PALADIN AND A/2-5 FA CONTINUE PARALLEL PLANNING, PREPARATION, AND MISSION REHEARSALS FOR OPERATION RIFLES BLITZ. 1/1BCT. 1-124 IN. A/1-124 IN CONDUCTS PATROLS AT GOVERNMENT CENTER, A STATIC POSITION ON THE WARRAH INLET SOUTH BRIDGE, SECURE WOLFPACK’S DEN, DISMOUNTED AND ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE, AND QRF. B/1-124 IN CONDUCTS A RAID ON TAI 1-84 AT 171745CNOV03; STATIC POSITIONS ON THE NORTH BRIDGE, SOUTH PALACE OP; SECURES JUSTICE CENTER, STIPEND PAY SITE, AND RAFIDAN BANK; LOGPAC ESCORT; LP/OP; MOUNTED AND DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. C/1-124 IN CONDUCTS MOUNTED/DISMOUNTED ZONE RECONNAISSANCE, ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE, AND TCP AND LP/OP OPERATIONS. 2-116 FA CONTINUES TO MAN AN ENTRY CONTROL POINT AT SOUTH PALACE AND PROVIDE SECURITY ESCORT FOR COMMAND AND STAFF. 1-16 IN. HHC/1-16 IN CONDUCTS WHEELED QRF AND CA MISSIONS. B/1-16 IN CONDUCTS MOUNTED ROUTE RECON. B/1-34 AR CONDUCTS MOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. C/1-16 IN CONDUCTS TRACKED QRF AND MOUNTED/DISMOUNTED AREA/ZONE RECONNAISSANCE. C/4-3 ADA SECURES THARTHAR DAM AND ASP 309. 1-34 AR. HHC/1-34 AR CONDUCTS COUNTER-AMBUSH/ COUNTER-MORTAR/ AREA-DENIAL OPERATIONS, FORCE PROTECTION, LOGISTIC SUPPORT, AND INTERNAL WHEELED QRF. A/1-34 AR MAINTAINS A SCREEN WEST OF HABBANIYAH, JOINT DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE, SUPPORT OF FOB KILLEEN, AND EXTERNAL HEAVY QRF. B/1-9 CAV CONDUCTS MOUNTED ROUTE AREA RECONNAISSANCE, CONVOY ESCORT, AND EXTERNAL WHEELED QRF. B/1EN MAINTAINS SECURITY OF THE ASP AND IMPROVEMENT OF FOB KILLEEN. C/1-34 AR MAINTAINS FOB KILLEEN AND CONDUCTS DISMOUNTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE. 1/D-4 CAV MAINTAINS A SCREENING EAST OF HABBANIYAH. 1-5 FA. A/1-5 FA CONTINUES WITH “HOT PLATOON” IN SUPPORT OF AO TOPEKA. B/1-5 FA CONTINUES MOUNTED/DISMOUNTED AREA ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE, RESOURCING FIRE STATION IMPROVEMENTS, JOINT UCPS WITH THE IRAQI POLICE, AND MEETING WITH SCHOOLS TO DISCUSS THE “ADOPT A SCHOOL PROGRAM”. D/1-5 FA CONTINUES TO PROTECT THE FORCE AND PROVIDE CONVOY ESCORTS. HHB/1-5 FA CONTINUES TO PROVIDE RADAR, SURVEY, AND MET SUPPORT FOR AO TOPEKA. SVC/1-5 FA PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR THE LOGISTICS CONVOY. AVN BDE. 1-82: AMB FOR AIR ASSAULT ISO 1-505. PROVIDE RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OF OPERATION PANTHER BLACKJACK ISO 1-505. PROVIDE RECONNAISSANCE AND SECURITY ISO 1-32 AR GORDON & SEARCH. 2-82: THERE ARE TWO SCHEDULED MISSIONS FOR TOMORROW. TWO AIRCRAFT ARE POSTURED FOR AA6 SUPPORT. EIGHT AIRCRAFT WILL CONDUCT 1-504 AASLT. THERE WILL BE MODIFIED DART COVERAGE AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. DIVARTY. CEA: 3/21ST CHEM WILL CONVOY FROM CHAMPION MAIN TO CACHE 309 TO BEGIN CEA OPERATIONS. CEA ASSESSMENT TEAM CONDUCTS TROOP LEADING PROCEDURES IN PREPARATION FOR OPERATIONS IN ZONE 5 (WEST/SOUTHWEST OF AO DENVER). THE DIVARTY TAC WILL CONTINUE TO SUPERVISE OPERATIONS AT ROCK ASP AND CACHE 102. ROCK ASP WILL SUPERVISE 100 WORKERS DOWNLOADING CEA FROM 19 CIVILIAN TRUCKS THAT WERE PRE-POSITIONED AT ROCK ASP. C/1-27 FA USES 10 HEMTTs TO HAUL CEA FROM CACHE 116 TO ROCK ASP. C/1-27 FA SUPERVISES 10 CIVILIAN CONTRACT TRUCKS AND 100 WORKERS TO HAUL CEA FROM CACHE 116 TO ROCK ASP. B/489TH EN WILL SUPERVISE 20 CIVILIAN CONTRACT TRUCKS AND 200 WORKERS TO HAUL CEA FROM CACHE 116 TO ROCK ASP. CEA SUPERVISED.
CACHÉ 102 TO ROCK ASP. GST/CMA: CONDUCT WEEKLY MEETING WITH THE GOVERNOR. TOPICS OF DISCUSSION INCLUDE UPCOMING PROVINCIAL COUNCIL MEETING AND DETAINEE ROSTER.

3. D. 2. C. (C/REL USA GRP, MAJ Cam) 4TH ID: TF 1-48 CONTINUES OPERATION IVY CYCLONE BY CONDUCTING AGGRESSIVE RECONNAISSANCE, ESTABLISHING COUNTER-MORTAR AMBUSHES, AND CLEARING ENEMY FORCES EAST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER AND WEST OF THE JABAL-HAMRIN RIDGE IN ORDER TO DENY FRKS A SANCTUARY AND ELIMINATE MANPAD AND MORTAR THREATS. CONTINUES FIRES ON BCT PROPOSED TARGETS ON 17-18NOV03 ISO OPERATION IVY CYCLONE. TF 1-48 MASSES OVERWHELMING ARMORED COMBAT PATROLS ALONG KEY MSRS, CLEARING SUSPECTED IED POSITIONS, AND LOGS AND ESTABLISHING LETHAL OVERWATCH OF AMMO CACHES IOT DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES. TF 1-48 ALSO CONTINUES OPERATION IVY FOCUS BY CONDUCTING JOINT PATROLS AND SCREENING ALONG THE IRANIAN BORDER, EXECUTING RAIDS, AND CONDUCTING COMBAT PATROLS IOT ELIMINATE TERRORISTS, FOREIGN FIGHTERS, AND ENEMY LINES OF COMMUNICATION ISO OPERATION CHAUCERLAIN. TF 1-48 USES ELEMENTS AND THE ASSAULT CP CONTINUE TO CONDUCT RSOI FOR 3/2ID(SBCT) IN KUWAIT. ON 18NOV03, 2BCT EXECUTES A JOINT RAID WITH ICDC SOLDIERS NORTH OF JALULA TARGETING FRLS WITH A WEAPONS CACHE. 173RD ABN CONDUCTS SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS IOT CAPTURE/KILL IN TUT AND MONITORS IN KIRKUK, BOTH KEY FIGURES INVOLVED WITH MUQTADA AL SADR. 48CT CONDUCTS POWER LINE AND PIPELINE RECONS IOT ELIMINATE LOOTING AND SABOTAGE OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE. ALL BCTS CONTINUE TO CONDUCT JOINT RAIDS, PATROLS, AND SUPERVISE FIXED-SITE SECURITY WITH INP AND 2,509 TRAINED ICDCSoldiers, AND CONTINUE TRAINING 1,059 ICDC RECRUITS IOT ESTABLISH THREE BRIGADES. TF 1-48 CONTINUES AN INTENSE IO CAMPAIGN TO INCREASE IRAQI COOPERATION AND EXECUTES CEA REDUCTION OPERATIONS ACROSS THE AO. TF 1-48 CONTINUES OPERATION DINAR EXCHANGE BY MAINTAINING FIXED-SITE SECURITY DURING THE CURRENCY EXCHANGE AT DESIGNATED BANKS IN THE AO. [1-48 HOSTS A COMMANDER'S CONFERENCE ON 19NOV03 AT POB IRONHORSE.

"COMICS ON DUTY" PROVIDES ENTERTAINMENT FOR TF 1-48 SOLDIERS IN KIRKUK, BA’QUBAH, AND TAJI ON 18-20NOV03. TF 1-48 CONTINUES OPERATION IVY CYCLONE BY CONDUCTING AGGRESSIVE RECONNAISSANCE, ESTABLISHING COUNTER-MORTAR AMBUSHES, AND CLEARING ENEMY FORCES EAST OF THE TIGRIS RIVER AND WEST OF THE JABAL-HAMRIN RIDGE IN ORDER TO DENY FRKS A SANCTUARY AND ELIMINATE MANPAD AND MORTAR THREATS. CONTINUES FIRES ON BCT PROPOSED TARGETS ON 17-18NOV03 ISO OPERATION IVY CYCLONE. TF 1-48 MASSES OVERWHELMING ARMORED COMBAT PATROLS ALONG KEY MSRS, CLEARING SUSPECTED IED POSITIONS, AND LOGS AND ESTABLISHING LETHAL OVERWATCH OF AMMO CACHES IOT DESTROY NON-COMPLIANT FORCES. TF 1-48 ALSO CONTINUES OPERATION IVY FOCUS BY CONDUCTING JOINT PATROLS AND SCREENING ALONG THE IRANIAN BORDER, EXECUTING RAIDS, AND CONDUCTING COMBAT PATROLS IOT ELIMINATE TERRORISTS, FOREIGN FIGHTERS, AND ENEMY LINES OF COMMUNICATION ISO OPERATION CHAUCERLAIN. TF 1-48 USES ELEMENTS AND THE ASSAULT CP CONTINUE TO CONDUCT RSOI FOR 3/2ID(SBCT) IN KUWAIT. ON 18NOV03, 2BCT EXECUTES A JOINT RAID WITH ICDC SOLDIERS NORTH OF JALULA TARGETING FRKS WITH A WEAPONS CACHE. 173RD ABN CONDUCTS SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS IOT CAPTURE/KILL IN TUT AND MONITORS IN KIRKUK, BOTH KEY FIGURES INVOLVED WITH MUQTADA AL SADR. 48CT CONDUCTS POWER LINE AND PIPELINE RECONS IOT ELIMINATE LOOTING AND SABOTAGE OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE. ALL BCTS CONTINUE TO CONDUCT JOINT RAIDS, PATROLS, AND SUPERVISE FIXED-SITE SECURITY WITH INP AND 2,509 TRAINED ICDCSoldiers, AND CONTINUE TRAINING 1,059 ICDC RECRUITS IOT ESTABLISH THREE BRIGADES. TF 1-48 CONTINUES AN INTENSE IO CAMPAIGN TO INCREASE IRAQI COOPERATION AND EXECUTES CEA REDUCTION OPERATIONS ACROSS THE AO. TF 1-48 CONTINUES OPERATION DINAR EXCHANGE BY MAINTAINING FIXED-SITE SECURITY DURING THE CURRENCY EXCHANGE AT DESIGNATED BANKS IN THE
AO. 14a hosts a commander’s conference on 19NOV03 at FOB Ironhorse.
“Comics on Duty” provides entertainment for TF 14a soldiers in Kirkuk,
Ba’qubah, and Taji on 18-20NOV03.
3.D.2.D. (S/P REI USA CCR AUS CAN) 101ST AAD: Our focus for the next 24
hours will be on the development of the intelligence needed to target
enemy forces that have moved into Mosul. We will also work the border
regions in both the western and eastern portions of the AOR, as we
continue Operation Chamberlain. 1 BCT will continue operations in the
Tigris river valley to kill or capture those responsible for the rocket
attacks at the Qayyarah West Airfield last week. 1 BCT will also
continue to establish TCPs in the southern portion of the AOR, and
focus on security of the pipeline. 1 BCT is conducting troop-leading
procedures in preparation for a BN air assault to the southwest portion
of the AOR scheduled for 19 November, where they will clear a series of
objectives, and establish TCPs and blocking positions to deny enemy
freedom of movement in that area. 2 BCT will continue presence
patrols, clearance operations, and the security of key and sensitive
sites to ensure a secure environment in Mosul. 2 BCT will also conduct
a large number of combat operations and security patrols in four
specific areas in Mosul over the next two days. The operations are
targeting ACF forces based on coupled with information
generated from questioning of recent detainees. 3 BCT will continue
operations in the western AOR to block infiltration attempts along the
likely rat lines that traverse the western AOR. They will also
continue improving the border barrier with available bulldozers. LRSO
will continue to man border check points and conduct TCPs with the
Iraqi Border Police along the Iraq/Iran border.
3.D.2.E. (S/P REI USA CCR AUS CAN) MND (SE): ICDC integration and
mentoring continues. 20 Armd Bde conducts operations to deter and
interdict carjacking south of Basrah and in the vicinity of Safwan Bxp.
There have been no incidents reported in the last 3 days. Sassari Bde
begins OP Bold - to counter smuggling and illegal weapons. Japanese
Defence Force RECCO continues. Police support unit training continues
in Basrah. Police highway patrol training continues. Portuguese MSU
starts operations in An Nasiriyah. NLl bG continues rotation of
troops.
3.D.2.F. (S/P REI USA CCR AUS CAN) MND (CS): Continue surveillance and
intelligence collection operations in Karbala and an Najaf. Monitor
the dinar exchange program. Monitor border police and ICDC training.
Continue force protection improvements in all camps.
will escort for S2 (AOB 14a) DSS team on a visit to two (2) ODA team
bases in southern Iraq. ODA 14a: Will meet with the S2 from 2-325 PIR
IOT share current Target information. ODA 14a: Will continue to
conduct meetings with contacts IOT gain actionable intelligence to
find, kill, or capture the enemy. ODA 14a: Will continue to develop a
plan with B/1-6 in for the prosecution of future target. Will conduct
daylight, mounted reconnaissance of the immediate neighborhood that
borders the team base. AOB 14a will attend 1/3 ACR OPORD for future
operations. ODA 14a: Will attend the 3/187 in and 1/3 ACR OPORD. Will
also coordinate with 3/187 in IOT integrate SOPs and TTPs for future
operations. ODA 14a: Will conduct final mission planning for future
operation in Al Qa’im. Will conduct meetings with two contacts. ODA
14a: Will conduct meetings with two contacts. AOB 14a: Plan and
coordinate future operations with 41D. ODA 14a: Will continue to plan
and coordinate future operations with 41D. ODA 14a: Will conduct
meetings with three contacts. ODA 14a: Will continue to gather
INFORMATION ON NEW TARGETS. WILL CONDUCT MISSION PLANNING WITH 2 BCT AND 588 EN. NSWU-AP: CONDUCT MISSION PLANNING FOR ROUTE RECE ISO POSSIBLE EOD UXO CLEARANCE OPERATION. CONDUCT COUNTER SNIPER OPERATIONS IVO RPC. CONDUCT MISSION PLANNING FOR FUTURE TARGETS.

3.D.2.H. (S/FEL USA GBR AUS CAN) 79 EOD BN: 506TH CIVIL ENGINEERS/AIR FORCE (EOD) ISO CFAC, 173RD AD BDE AND 4 ID. TEAMS 3 AND 7 ARE ON STAND-BY FOR BASE RESPONSES. 506TH CIVIL ENGINEERS/AIR FORCE (EOD) ISO CFAC, 173RD AD BDE AND 4 ID. TEAMS 3 AND 7 ARE ON STAND-BY FOR BASE RESPONSES.

3.D.2.I. (S/FEL USA GBR AUS CAN) 3 COSCOM: 64TH CSG CONDUCTS (47) HET MOVE 101ST AA UNIT EQUIP FROM MOSUL TO ARIFJAN. 16TH CSG ASSUMES WATER PURIFICATION OPERATIONS IN TAJI.

3.E.1. (U) COMMANDER'S ASSESSMENT/ISSUES.

3.E.1.A. (S/FEL USA GBR AUS CAN) CJTF [14 COMMANDER'S ASSESSMENT: OUR CONTINUED ATTACKS AGAINST NON-COMPLIANT FORCES IN THE AOR CONTINUES TO LEAD TO ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE ON WEAPONS AND OTHER CELLS OF NON-COMPLIANT INDIVIDUALS. LIKewise, there is a rise in the number of Iraqis willing to come forward with information on weapons caches and subservient activities. Former regime loyalist, terrorist and criminals remain a threat to our forces and the security of the Iraqi populace, but we have seen no indication of any national level organization of these threats. We continue to see non-compliant forces using intimidation against Iraqi leaders and individuals assisting the coalition. The ability to provide fuel and electrical power remains one of the primary concerns in establishing a stable environment. The difficulty providing power and fuel are compounded by attacks on the infrastructure and damage done by looters. We continue to work with Iraqi leaders and the CPA to find both short-term and long-term solutions to these problems and have made progress in some areas.

3.E.2.A. (S/FEL USA GBR AUS CAN) 1ST AD: OVER THE PAST 24 HOURS, TF [14 TF HAS Pressed the enemy hard with iron hammer operations. The task force conducted 6 offensive operations including THREE separate BDE LEVEL CORDON AND SEARCHES IN THE AL HAMAYAH, ABU GHRAIB AND THE AL RASHEED AREAS. We captured a total of 59 ENEMY AND SEIZED 84 AK-47'S, 25 PISTOLS, 3 RPG LAUNCHERS, NUMEROUS RPG GRENADES, IED'S READY TO EMPLOY, IED MAKING MATERIAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE SUITS, 10 PROTECTIVE MASKS, AND NUMEROUS AMMUNITIONS. We also believe that one of the individuals we captured is a former Republican Guard General and another is suspected of participating in IED attacks on 2-3 FA, which killed one soldier, and in a mortar attack on the 1-13 AR FOB. Additionally, we conducted 549 PATROLS.

3.E.2.B. (S/FEL USA GBR AUS CAN) 82ND ABN: COMMANDER'S ASSESSMENT: OUR COMBAT POWER REMAINS GREEN OVERALL. ALL OF THE 9 ENEMY CONTACTS IN OUR AO OVER THE PAST 24 HOURS WERE INEFFECTIVE. WE CONDUCTED 180 PATROLS AND SIX OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS IN THE PAST 24 HOURS. IN THE NEXT 24 HOURS, WE WILL CONDUCT 3 CORDON AND SEARCHES - ALL THREE OF THEM IN OR NEAR FALLUJAH AND EXECUTE RAIDS AND CORDON AND SEARCHES AS ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE RECEIVED. TF [14 OF THE 101ST AIR ASSAULT DIVISION CLOSED INTO 3 ACR'S BATTLESPACE TODAY AND IS CONDUCTING PLANNING AND PREPARATIONS FOR OPERATION BLITZ VIC HUSAYBAH O/A 20 NOVEMBER. TODAY WE SHIFTED OUR DIVISION MAIN EFFORT TO 3 ACR. THE DIVISION REMAINS PREPARED TO RECEIVE KBR FUEL CONVOYS AT THE TRELIB BORDER CROSSING AND ESCORT THEM TO THE AL ANBAR DEPT VICINITY AR RAMADI. IN THE NEAR TERM, WE ARE ALSO WORKING TO INCREASE ICC, FPS, AND IIF PARTICIPATION IN OUR OPERATIONS. INTELLIGENCE REVIEW OF AO: THREAT ELEMENTS WILL INCREASE THEIR EFFORTS TOWARD "SOFT" IRAQI INFRASTRUCTURE TARGETS IN ORDER TO DISRUPT RECONSTRUCTION AND DISCREDIT
THE COALITION. THREAT AND CRIMINAL ELEMENTS WILL CONTINUE ATTACKS AGAINST COALITION PATROLS AND FACILITIES AS TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY TO MAINTAIN CRITICAL SMUGGLING ROUTES AND UNDERMINE COALITION EFFORTS TO PROVIDE A SECURE ENVIRONMENT. EXTREMISTS AND FRL WILL USE THREATS, PROPAGANDA, AND ATTACKS AGAINST PRO-COALITION IRAQIS COUPLED WITH INCREASINGLY SOPHISTICATED ATTACKS AGAINST COALITION FORCES IN ORDER TO COUNTER GROWING LOCAL SUPPORT AND INFlict COALITION CASUALTIES.


There was 1 INDIRECT FIRE CONTACT AT THE FOLLOWING GRID LOCATION VIC [1.4a]. There were 6 IEDS DETONATED IN THE TF AO RESULTING IN 2 KIA AND 2 WIA. 5 IEDS WERE DISCOVERED PRIOR TO THEIR DETONATION. DURING THIS PERIOD, TASK FORCE [1.4a] CONDUCTED 9 RAIDS. 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY IBCT, 1 RAID WAS CONDUCTED BY 2BCT, 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY 3BCT 2 RAIDS WERE CONDUCTED BY TF [1.4a] AND 2 RAIDS BY THE 173RD. THE RAIDS TARGETED SUSPECTED BA'ATHIST LEADERS, A SUSPECTED WEAPONS CACHE, NON-COMPLIANT FORCES, A FORMER REGIME LOYALIST, A SUSPECTED RPG ATTACKER, SUSPECTED IED MAKER, AND SUSPECTED WEAPONS DEALERS. THE RAIDS RESULTED IN 56 DETAINERS, INCLUDING 4 TARGETS. THE RAID ALSO RESULTED IN THE DISPOSITION OF A VARIETY OF SMALL ARMS, AMMUNITION, AND IED MAKING MATERIALS. TODAY TF [1.4a] MOVED APPROXIMATELY 0 PLS LOADS WORTH OF CEA AND DESTROYED APPROXIMATELY 0 PLS LOADS WORTH OF CEA. TF [1.4a] CURRENTLY HAS IDENTIFIED 2012 PROJECTS ACROSS THE AOR. 54% OF THOSE ARE FUNDED, 1063 ARE COMPLETE, AND 407 PROJECTS ARE AWAITING FUNDS. IN THE DUYALA PROVINCE, 2 BCT AO IN THE CITY OF BAQUBAH: CA MET WITH AREA REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CONGRESS OF SHEIKS AND AN IRAQI-WIDE ASSOCIATION OF TRIBAL LEADERS ESTABLISHED IN 1927. SEVERAL TOPICS WERE DISCUSSED SUCH AS SECURITY AND COOPERATION BETWEEN IRAQIS AND COALITION FORCES. ALL PARTIES AGREED TO MEET WEEKLY. IN THE AT TAMIM PROVINCE, 173RD AO IN THE CITY OF KIRKUK: CA MET WITH THE DEAN OF THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE TO DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF THEIR MONTHLY BUDGET. SOMEHOW THE MONTHLY BUDGET HAS STOPPED BEING CREDITED TO THE INSTITUTE. CA WILL MEET WITH THE KIRKUK BUDGET DIRECTOR TODAY IN AN ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE MATTER. CA ALSO MET WITH THE LIBERTY COMMISSION 4 AND THE ACTING DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION IN ORDER TO DISCUSS THE CRITERIA TO BE USED IN SELECTING A PERMANENT DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION. IN THE AT TAMIM PROVINCE, 173RD AO IN THE CITY OF KIRKUK: CA MET WITH DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS, DIRECTOR OF MUNICIPALITIES AND RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE (RTI) TO DISCUSS THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM. THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM WILL HIRE ABOUT 700 WORKERS AND 200 SUPERVISORS TO DO SEWAGE AND GARBAGE DISPOSAL, STREET AND WATER FACILITIES CLEANING. THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND MUNICIPALITIES WILL MAKE THE PROPOSALS AND INTERVIEW PEOPLE FROM THE EMPLOYMENT CENTER NEXT WEEK. THE JOB CREATION PROGRAM WILL START NEXT WEEK.

3.E.2.D. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) 101ST AAD: A GOOD DAY IN AOR NORTH. OVER THE LAST 24 HOURS, WE HAD 5 CONTACTS, 2 OF WHICH WERE DIRECT FIRE, AND 3 OF WHICH WERE IED CONTACTS. WE DEFEATED 2 IEDS BEFORE THE ENEMY COULD DETONATE THEM. WE CONDUCTED SEVERAL CORDON AND SEARCH OR KNOCK OPERATIONS AND CAPTURED A NUMBER OF WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT. WE DISCOVERED 2 CACHES AND HAD 1 SIGNIFICANT WEAPONS TURN-IN. WE DETAINED 13 PERSONNEL OVER THE COURSE OF THESE OPERATIONS, AND SUSTAINED 7 SOLDIERS WOUNDED IN ACTION. WE CONDUCTED AN EXTENSIVE OPERATION, INVOLVING DOZENS OF TCONS ACROSS THE AOR, IN ORDER TO DENY ANTI-COALITION FORCES FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND DENY THEM ENTRY INTO MOSUL.
BCT BEGAN A SERIES OF COMBAT OPERATIONS AND SECURITY PATROLS IN FOUR SPECIFIC AREAS IN MOSUL. LAST NIGHT, THESE OPERATIONS RESULTED IN THE CAPTURE OF 4 INDIVIDUALS AND SEVERAL WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION. THESE OPERATIONS WILL CONTINUE OVER THE NEXT 2 DAYS, AND WE HAVE TWO CORDON AND KNOCK OPERATIONS BASED ON SOLID INTEL PLANNED FOR TONIGHT. THESE INTEL-BASED OPERATIONS ARE TARGETING ANTI-COALITION FORCES BASED ON AND DEVELOPING INFORMATION FROM THE INTERROGATION OF RECENT DETAINEES. WEAPONS TURN-INS REMAINS A DAILY OCCURRENCE.

YESTERDAY, THE COALITION FOR IRAQI NATIONAL UNITY TURNED IN 13 RPG LAUNCHERS, 189 RPG ROUNDS, 57 RPG BOOSTERS, 16 X 120MM MORTAR ROUNDS, 3 HAND GRENADES, AND 1 X 61MM MORTAR TUBE. LAST NIGHT, A CIVILIAN TURNED IN 46 RPG LAUNCHERS, 60 GRENADES AND FUSES, AND 50 RPG PROPELLANT CHARGES AT THE D-MAIN. IN TERMS OF PROJECT FUNDING WE HAD A SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT TODAY WHEN REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE JAPANESE CONSULATE DELIVERED THE FIRST $40,000 OF A PROMISED LARGER SUM TO BE USED ON VARIOUS HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS AROUND NINAWA, INCLUDING THE VILLAGE OF HOPE PROJECT. FINALLY, GOVERING COUNCIL MEMBER AHMAD CHALABI IS VISITING TODAY AND TOMORROW. HE JOINED OUR PROVINCE COUNCIL MEETING AND ADDRESSED THE MEMBERS, HE SPOKE WITH THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS. HE HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE, WE HAD AN LUNCHEON DINNER WITH MEMBERS OF THE PROVINCE COUNCIL, AND 100 OTHER PROMINENT CITIZENS, AND I GAVE THEM THE AOR OVERVIEW BRIEFING. WE ALSO SHOWCASED ONE OF OUR INFOMERCIALS STARRING LOCAL ACTORS, WHICH HAS A "DON'T THROW TRASH IN THE STREET" THEME. TOMORROW DR. CHALABI WILL MEET WITH SEVERAL POLITICAL LEADERS AND THEN TRAVEL TO IRIB AND MEET WITH PRESIDENT BARZAN.


3.E.2.F. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) MND (CS): THE DIVISION AOR REMAINS STABLE BUT THE FREQUENCY OF DEMONSTRATIONS IS INCREASING AND THE IED THREAT CONTINUES TO GROW AS WELL. I AM CONFIDENT IN OUR ABILITY TO ENGAGE THE THREAT. WE CONTINUE TO IMPROVE OUR TTPS AND EVALUATE OUR READINESS TO RESPOND QUICKLY TO ALL CONTINGENCIES. IN A DIVISION COMMANDERS CONFERENCE CONDUCTED TODAY, MY BRIGADE COMMANDERS EXPRESSED CONFIDENCE IN THEIR ABILITY TO DEAL WITH THE THREAT AS IT EMERGES IN EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE AORS.

3.E.2.G. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) CJSTF-AP: NSTR.

3.E.2.H. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) 79 BN BN: 79TH BN COMBAT POWER IS GREEN. BN COMPLETED 41 EOD MISSIONS (20 UXO INCIDENTS/3 IED INCIDENT/8 SUSPECTED IED INCIDENTS/5 CACHE COLLECTION OPERATION/1 CACHE DISPOSAL OPERATION/1 CBR DISPOSAL OPERATION/3 POST EOD INVESTIGATIONS) AND DESTROYED 552 ORDNANCE ITEMS WITH A TOTAL OF 10,407 LBS (26.0 SHORT TONS).

3.E.2.I. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) 3 COSCOM: 3 COSCOM CONTINUES TO PROVIDE CSS SUPPORT TO ORGANIC V CORPS UNITS AND PROVIDES CSS C2 FOR CJTF-PA. 3 COSCOM MAIN CP IS LOCATED IN LSA ANACONDA ALONG WITH THE CORPS DISTRIBUTION CENTER.

4. (U) OPERATIONAL PROTECTION.

4.A. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) FORCE PROTECTION SUMMARY: FOR INFORMATION ON CURRENT MOPP AND FP CONDITIONS, REFER TO THE WEBSITE AT

4.B. (S/PRL USA GBR AUS CAN) AIR DEFENSE: TAMM FORCES ARE REALIGNING THEIR AIR DEFENSE STATURE. THE CURRENT AIR DEFENSE IS WHITE FOR THE ITO.

5. (U) OPERATIONAL SUPPORT:
5.A. (U) INFORMATION OPERATIONS:
5.A.2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) 352 CA: 352 CACOM CONTINUES SUPPORT TO OCCP AND THE MINISTRIES WHILE CONDUCTING CMO ACTIVITIES AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL. CIVIL AFFAIRS IS WORKING WITH PSYOP TO FOSTER COOPERATION WITH THE WEAPONS TURN-IN EFFORT. STRONG PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS ARE BEING RUN IN AL HILLAH AND AS SAMAWAH. CIVIL AFFAIRS AND PSYOP ARE CONDUCTING PRO-ACTIVE INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS AimED AT FOSTERING A PRO-COALITION ATTITUDE AMONG THE IRAQI CIVILIANS.
5.B. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) COMMUNICATIONS: THEATER C4ISR IS FULLY MISSION CAPABLE TO SUPPORT THE CJTF-4 COMMANDER'S OPERATIONAL COMMAND AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS.
5.C. (U) REPORTABLE CASUALTIES LAST 24 HOURS:
(CASUALTY LAST 24 HOURS ARE AS OF 180100Z NOV03)
5.C.1. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) KIA: 2 HOSTILE
5.C.2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) WIA: 7 HOSTILE
5.D. (U) CUMULATIVE TOTALS: 2520
(CUMULATIVE TOTALS START AS OF 010400Z MAY03)
5.D.1. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) KIA: 220 HOSTILE, 121 NON-HOSTILE
5.D.2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) WIA: 1362 HOSTILE, 817 NON-HOSTILE
5.D.3. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) NON-HOSTILE DECEASED: 121
5.G. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) CLARIFICATION FROM PREVIOUS REPORTS:
CHANGES TO PREVIOUS DAY CUMULATIVE TOTAL MAY REFLECT CHANGES IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE CASUALTY. THESE CHANGES, IF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ARE SHOWN ON THE DAILY STATUS OF THE DAY THE NEW CLASSIFICATION IS MADE AND DELETED FROM THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL OF THE OLD CLASSIFICATION.
6. (S/REL USA GBR AUS CAN) CJTF-4 COMMANDER'S COMMENTS: CJTCJTF-4 PRIORITIES ARE: COMPLETE REGIME REMOVAL (POCKETS OF RESISTANCE); ESTABLISH SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT (URBAN AND LOC FOCUS), CONTINUE TO BUILD IRAQI POLICE/SECURITY FORCES; IMPLEMENT NATIONAL WEAPONS POLICY; PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT - DOMESTIC AND ARAB STREET; DIRECT SUPPORT TO THE CPA (AMB BREMER); SSE/MASS GRAVES/HVTS; REDEPLOYMENT/JRS01 OPS (SIMULTANEOUSLY); MAINTAIN INDIVIDUAL/UNIT DISCIPLINE AND SAFETY STANDARDS AND THEATER SUSTAINMENT (MAINTENANCE FOCUS).
7. (U) POC: CJTF-4 C3-SITREP OFFICER AT DSN 066
DECL/17NOV13/
C3, CHIEF OF OPERATIONS